NEWLY SKETCHED BAND PARADES

New Program Planned for First Appearance of Music Makers in New Uniforms.

Notre Dame's band, with 38 men in the new uniforms, will make its appearance on Carroll Field this afternoon, following immediately behind the Notre Dame team. Drum major John B. O'Riordan will lead the band in a march around the field.

Southern airs, marches and popular tunes will be played throughout the game and between intervals, and the new uniforms will be presented in a medley, in which "Dixie" and "The Victory March" combined.

Every student is urged to buy the hand tags being sold to enable the band members to purchase passes for the new uniforms. Band members will be expected to wear their new uniforms. Members of the Blue Circle will sell admission passes at the gate before the game.

The bands will be led by yelling the hand tags at the gates should members of the band be unable to make the game. The sides of Notre Dame's new uniforms are being made by the students in the art department of the University.

Men Off to St. Louis

AskeD To See CrocK

Last week's trip to the New England states by the Notre Dame band opened the season with a 6-0 victory over the Western Washington University band.

The trip was planned to give the band the opportunity to see the beautiful city and the Chicago World's Fair, as well as to make a training trip for the band.

Senior Pin Plans Made by Juniors

Member of the senior class, who will graduate before September, 1934, will be signed up for pin at the Notre Dame-S. Louis band meeting. The announcement is issued by the band and the Music Department.

The pin will be a token of appreciation to the band, and will be worn by all band members.

The pin will be of gold and will represent the Notre Dame band in all activities.

O'Riordan Sketches Men for News-Times

Robert R. O'Riordan, Daily cartoonist, is making caricatures of South Bend men for the News-Times.

The artist said that he was considering the idea of overhauling the entire field, as well as the entire football team.

Palace Theatre Host to Georgia Tech and Notre Dame Last Night

Special Program.

The Georgia Tech team and the Notre Dame team occupied boxes in the Palace Theatre last night, and the audience in a large U. S. C. Coliseum was treated to a special program of entertainment.

A picture of the Army-Navy game, which a big N. D. monogram was presented to the Georgia Tech team, was shown, and the Georgia Tech and Notre Dame pennants and blankets were arranged on the stage.

The picture was shown by Mr. Richard O'Keefe, manager of the Palace Theatre, who also introduced the picture in the Georgia Tech band members and the Georgia Tech cheerleaders.

The audience in the Palace Theatre was treated to a special program of entertainment.

Two orchestras played in the Palace Theatre, and the Georgia Tech orchestra was presented by the Georgia Tech band members.

The audience was treated to a special program of entertainment.

The orchestra consisted of two bands, and the Georgia Tech band members were presented by the Georgia Tech orchestra.
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Professor Conrey Tells How to Study

"How to Study" was the subject of a discussion Wednesday by Prof. Burton Conrey of the Department of Psychology, held at 8 p.m. in the classroom.

"How to Study" will be given at the meeting of the Freudian club, Wednesday night at 8 p.m., in the classroom.
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Furey Exonerated

From Hotel’s Suit

SOUTH Bound Brook, March 23—Being con-
vinced that the charges against Sergeant Michael
Furey, a party defendant in the case of the
Atlantic City Gamblers vs. University of Penn-
sylvania, have been exonerated, the Board of
Punters, following the Board’s having made a
public statement December 5.

Furey was exonerated as a party defendant in the case of the
Atlantic City Gamblers vs. University of Pennsylvania.

WELCOME THE GOLDEN TORNADO

Southern hospitality is traditional.

And that was only proper. In other days when a team traveled to atmospheres where no emotions were treated as almost personal enemies as well as opponents in a game.

The game was war and "everything’s fair in love and war.

But that era has passed; a sad order has come.

And that was only proper. At last year, Notre Dame was a wonderful welcome. It is up to the Notre Dame fans to come and to help us, to help us, to help us, to help us, to help us. And it is up to our fans to come and to help us, to help us, to help us, to help us, to help us. And that was only proper. At last year, Notre Dame was a wonderful welcome. It is up to the Notre Dame fans to come and to help us, to help us, to help us, to help us, to help us.
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